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LONG-RANGE ALPHA DETECTOR (LRAD) TECHNOLOGY
APPLIED TO ER AND D&D PROBLEMS

K. S. ABander, J. A. Bounds, R. W. Caress,
M. M. Catlett, S. E. Garner, J. P. Johnson, J. D. Johnson,

D. W. MacArthur, and D. A. Rutherford

Abstract

Sfandard alpha detectors are severely limited when monitoring
alpha contamination on large surfaces and the inside surfaces
of pipes, ducts, and equipment. The Long-Range Alpha
Detector (LRAD) system overcomes these problems by
detecting the ion pairs created by an alpha particle in ambient
air, rather than the alpha particle directly. These ion pairs are
transported to a collection grid by either an air current or an
electric field and create a small electric current (typically 10-13
to ‘10-14A) that is read by an electrometer and displayed on a
data acquisition system. This method of detection is used to
create monitoring systems for both the environmental
restoration and decontamination and decommissioning fields.

Introduction

Environmental restoration (ER) as well as decontamination and decommissioning
(D&D) have become extremely important as the DOE complex changes its
mission, faces numerous weapon returns from the stockpile, and places an ever-
increasing importance on regulatory compliance. With the change of emphasis,
new technologies are being developed to respond to new DOE needs that include
(1) sites containing square miles of soil that need to be characterized and
remedied;
(2) sites containing miles of concrete floors, piping, and duct work that need to be
characterized and remedied, and
(3) potentially contaminated equipment that needs to be efficiently monitored.

Conventional alpha contamination monitors currently available are not always
capable of meeting these needs efficiently or effectively; the LRAD system was
developed to respond to these needs.
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Problems Associated with Traditional Alpha Detector Operation

Traditional alpha detector monitoring has been time-consuming and relatively insensitive
because of the short range of alpha particles in air and the small fragile probes of the
standard fteld detectors. The traditional tieldable alpha monitor usually consists of a
hand-held instrument with a small probe (typically 100 cm2) that is moved slowly over
the surface being monitored at a distance of one-quarter inch, or less, and at a rate of one
to two inches per second. Alpha particles travel from their source through the layer of
air between the surface and the probe, through the Mylar face of the probe, and then into
the gas of the probe. As the particles penetrate the Mylar, they ionize the gas, producing
an elecrncal signal that is displayed by an analog meter. The accuracy of these
measurements is determined by the user’s interpretation of the analog readout; the
sensitivity is determined by kth the speed at which the probe is moved across a surface
and by the distance it is held from the surface being monitored. Unfortunately, this
standard monitor is severely limited in its application to both the ER and D&D efforts
because of its small size, fragility, and relatively poor sensitivity (500- 1~ dpm),

LRAD Monitor Operation

A typical alpha particle with an energy of 4-5 MeV creates in ambient air about 150,000
ion pairs whose lifetime is on the order of a few seconds. 1 The LRAD detector
transports these ion pairs to a signal grid, where a dc current is produced and read by an
electrometer. This current is then displayed in a graph format on a computerized dat:;
acquisition system. Figure 1 shows the detection of ions and a schematic of the basic
system. The current is proportional to the number of ions created by the alpha particle
and, hence, the amount of activity present.

Place Fig, 1 here.

Fig. 1. Detection of air ions produced by alpha particles with the LRAD system.

We have developed two LRAD systems: the airflow and fanless. They are similar except
for their method of transporting these ions to the signal grid. The first system uses :]n
airflow as the ion transportation method and is used in airflow detectors that (depending
on size and surface being monitored) have a sensitivityy of -100 dpm from a point sottrce.
The second system uses an electric field to transport the ions. These detectors
(depending on size and surface being monitored) have a sensitivity of-10 dp~100 cm2.

Airffow Detectors

By monitoring for alpha contamination using a flow of air, the contamination can be
detected in any location that air can penetrate.2-5 This includes both the inferior and
exterior of potentially contaminated equipment and tools as well as pipes and ducts, To
use the airffow technique, all naturally occurring ions and particulate contaminants mus[
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be removed from the ambient air being used as the transportation media. As shown in
Fig. 2, we use small fans to draw air through a two-stage filtering system. The first stage
consists of a high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter that removes all particulate
contaminants and ensures a laminar flow of air through the detector. The second stage
consists of an electrostatic precipitator that removes all ambient air ions from the airflow.
The clean air then enters a sample enclosure, where a potentially contaminated object is
placed. The alpha-induced ions are collected by the airflow and transported to the
detector (see Fig. 2).

Place Fig. 2 here.

Fig. 2. Basic layout of an airflow LRAD detector.

This detector consist of two perforated copper plates mounted on Lexan stand-offs. The
first plate is used as our signal plane; the second is a voltage plane (see Fig. 3), The 45 V

applied to the voltage plane provide enough potential to ensure efficient ion collection on
the signal plane.2 The current that is produced is displayed on our data acquisition
system.

Place Fig. 3 here.

Fig. 3. Detection and signal grid of an airflow LRAD.

Airflow Monitoring Applications

Object Monitor

Using this technique, objects with small cracks, corners, and uneven surfaces, which
were impossible to monitor before, can h effectively monitored. To demonstrate this, a
1000-dpm source was positioned in a NIM mcdule that was placed inside the LRAD;
data was taken for about 10 min. The source was then placed alone in an LRAD, and
again data was taken for about 10 min. Figure 4 shows the response of the LRAD to
both configuration the source was easily detected inside the module with only about a
50% reduction in signal.

Place Fig. 4 here.

Fig. 4. The source response of an airflow LRAD to two source configurations,

Pipe and Duct Monitor

Another application for use of the airflow LRAD technology for ER and D&D is the
pipe and duct monitor, which is now being developed at Los A1amos. This monitor will
offer a relatively inexpensive in sifu method of measuring internal radloacrive
contamination in pipes and ducts. The monitor consists of three main components: an
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electrostatic precipitator, a detector, and a data acquisition system (see Fig. 5). To use
the monitor, two penetrations* must be made in the existing pipe or duct work (one for
the detector and one for the electrostatic precipitator), with a good air seal surrounding
the penetrations. An inflatable bladder, or similar device, is installed inside the pipe or
duct to limit the airflow to just the section between the precipitator and detector. A
single fan mounted on the input side of the electrostatic precipitator blows air through
the pipe or duct. The ions are collected and passed to the detector, where the current is
processed in the same manner as previously described. After passing through the
detector, the ait then passes through a HEPA filter, which not only ensures a laminar
flow of air through the detector, but also removes any particulate that may have become
dislodged by flowing air inside the pipe or duct. A second LRAD monitor, with a decay
chamber, is used to monitor the exhaust air from the =PA filter in case of filter failure,
Furnace filters placed on both the input and exhaust sides of system protect it from
falling debris and dirt. Although this detector is still in the design stage, we are confident
it will have the same 100-dpm sensitivity of other LRAD monitors.

Place Fig. 5 here.

Fig. 5. Configuration of a pipe and duct LRAD monitor.

The airflow detectors work well for the monitoring of surfaces where a clean flow of air
can be obtained or where the surface area is relatively smafL This is not the case when
dealing with acres of potentially contaminated concrete floors or square miles of
potentially contaminated soil. To accomplish this task we have designed an LRAD
fanless detector that can monitor as much as 1 m2 of surface area in one measurement
with a sensitivityy of - IO dpm/100 cm2.

Fanleas Detectors

Similar to our airflow detectors, fanless detectors detect the ions created by the alpha
particle. However with the fanless detector an electric field is used as the transportation
medium. We have developed two detector systems using this technique: the soil surface
monitor (SSM) and the soil sample monitor.

Fanleas Monitoring Applications

Soil Su@ace Morrifor

The soil surface monitor3 consists of four major components: a l-m2-sample enclosure
(five-sided aluminum box), both signal and guard planes, an electrometer, and a data
acquisition system. Alpha contamination, on either soil or floors surfaces, create ions
within the sample enclosures. These ions are transported to the signal plane by the
positive voltage that is applied to both the signal and guard plane. As with the other

*If two ends of the pipe and duct work are accessible, they can tre used in place of pene@arions, and

bladders will not b necessary.
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detectors, the ions create the small dc current that is fed through the electrometer and is
displayed on a computer data acquisition system. The electrometer must be capable of
“floating” operation with neither input connected to ground, but otherwise it is similar to
that used in the airflow LRAD (see Fig. 6).

Place F[g. 6 here.

Fig. 6. Schematic of the SSM.

Since the ions are carried by an electric field, rather than moving air, the signal
and guard planes are made of solid metallic plates. These heavy plates add significantly
to the reliability of the SSM in field conditions.

For in situ field measurements, this one-meter-square detector is mounted on the front of
a small tractor. Readings are taken by setting the detector (open side down) on the
surface being monitored. An airright seal is made between the SSM and the surface
being monitored, preventing ambient air ions from conrnbuting to the signal. Data is
taken,* stored, analyzed, and graphed (see Fig. 7).

Place Fig. 7 here.

F]g. 7. Contour map of Kiva I area at Los Alamos National Labratory. Higher
readings are assumed to be from a former uranium blasting area.

Although the data shown is of the soil surface, this same technology can and has been
used for floor monitoring. Since not all applications require a l-m2 detector, we have also
developed a small floor monitor (one-half meter square) and are developing a smaller
hand-held version (one-eighth meter square). This hand-held version will be perfect for
monitoring walls, small beams, hard to get to places (such as areas under glove boxes), or
any small surface where high-sensitivity measurements are needed.

Recognizing the need for not only in sifu surface measurements of contaminated soils,
but also the need for on-site screening of soil samples, we have designed art LRAD soil
sample monitor.

Place Fig. 8 here.

Fig. 8. Configuration of soil sample monitor.

Soil Sample Monitor

The soil sample monitor has basically the same design and works in the same manner as
the SSM (see Fig. 8). However, unlike the SSM, this system is constructed as a six-sided

* Typical response time for a single measurement, witi a sensitivityy of 10 dpm/l(Kl cmz is -5-10 m in
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aluminum enclosure with an airright door. A soil sample is spread evenly on a
conductive sample tray and then slid into the detector through door. The detector door is
then closed, eliminating exterior ambient air ions from contributing to our signal. The
alpha-induced ions are transported to the signal plane (using the same technique as the
SSM), where a positive voltage is applied to both the signal and guard plane, providing
the electric field required to transport the ions.3

The soil sample monitor is small, completely fieldable, and is sensitive to contamination
activity levels that are less than -10 dprrr/lW cm2. Core samples, soil surface samples,
and water samples as well as other material can be placed in the sample chamber and
monitored, thus allowing a quick and efficient method of characterizing a site.

Because the soil sample monitor is very sensitive and fast, it can be used to screen
samples in the laboratory or in the field before sending them off for costly and time
consuming laborato~ analysis.

CONCLUSIONS

Standard technology is inadequate to effectively handle the changing mission of the DOE
complex. The cost associated with the storage and disposal of contaminated items is
staggering. Yet a great number of items are transported to radioactive storage sites
because standard technology is inadequate to verify the contamination levels or the lack
of it. As stated earlier, there are square miles of potentially contaminated soil that need
to be characterized and remediated. Yet standard technology is sadly lacking the ability
to handle this problem efficiently. In our paper we have described several detector
systems that can overcome these problems in a cost-effective manner. Several of these
systems have been fully field tested and have been proven to meet these needs,

The soil sample monitor is sensitive to contamination activity levels that are c 10
dpd100 cm2. The monitor is small and can be used in the field. Samples of soil and
other material can be directly placed in the sample chamber and monitored. Core samples
could also be placed on the sample tray and monitored, allowing a quick and efficient
method of characterizing a site.
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